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Reading For Comfort 

I have tried to choose books which are not going to stir up too many 

complicated emotions; and I have totally boycotted all dystopian novels. These 

are my comfort reads, my textual milk chocolate bars, my duvet books. As such, 

they are pretty much all ‘genre’ novels since more ‘literary’ novels tend to 

engage with stronger emotions.  

When I had ME, I worked my way through ALL of the Jules Verne novels and 

Austen novels, which were brilliant choices; I also read ‘Jude the Obscure’ 

which was a mistake. DO NOT READ ANY THOMAS HARDY unless you are 

made of iron.  

I cannot believe I am saying this but Graham Norton has written two very 

warm, intelligent sort-of-detective novels set in Ireland. I listened to him read 

them. The first is ‘Holding’, the second ‘A Keeper’. I read them in a difficult 

time; they were perfect.  

 

 

Non-gruesome Detective Series to get obsessed with. Val McDermid, Tana 

French and Peter May are brilliant but I wouldn’t read them now.  

- Josephine Tey series by Nicola Upson, beginning with ‘An Expert in Murder’. 

Upson reimagines the author Josephine Tey in the 1930s as an amateur sleuth 

working with a detective. It’s familiar territory – upper-class detective, Archie, 

assisted by a writer. The novels are intelligently-written, not at all gory, but not 

cosy cosy.  

- Ann Cleeves. I am a big fan of her novels. She has written the Vera series and 

the Shetland series, both of which are excellent reads. Set in the north-east and 

Shetland. 

- Susan Hill, Simon Serrailler series, starting with ‘The Various Haunts of 

Men’, set in a fictional town in Middle England.  

- Mark Douglas-Home, ‘The Sea-Detective’ is the first; based in Scotland.  

- William Shaw, ‘The Birdwatcher’, set in Kent marshes.  

- Department Q series by Jussi Adler-Olsen, read by Stephen Pacey on audible. 

First one is called ‘The Keeper of Lost Causes’. Set in Denmark, cold case 

action, usual eccentric characters. A little disturbing sometimes. 
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Bonkers feel-good books which you should read if you haven’t already 

‘We are all Completely Beside Ourselves’, Karen Joy Fowler.  

‘Eleanor Oliphant is Completely Fine’, Gail Honeyman. 

‘The Unlikely Pilgrimage of Harold Fry’, Rachel Joyce. 

‘Time Traveller’s Wife’, Audrey Niffenegger. You will probably have read it, 

and if you haven’t you will either love it or hate it.  

‘The Miniaturist’, Jessie Burton. (A little unsettling but not in the scheme of 

things). 

 

Classic middle-brow safe books 

Josephine Tey, ‘Daughter of Time’ is an awesome Armchair Detective novel. 

Our inspector is bed-bound so he decides to look into the story of the two 

princes in the Tower. Really interesting story particularly if you like detective 

fiction and stuff from history.  

Daphne du Maurier, ‘The King’s General’. Always. Sentimental but beautiful. 

I don’t often read romance novels but this is superb. And you learn a bit about 

history too.  

Why not work your way through Agatha Christie again? Dated yes, but safe 

(so long as you ignore the fact that capital punishment was still around for the 

baddies and everyone was white). Listen to Hugh Fraser narrate the Poirots if 

you go down the audible version. He is awesome. Check out Dorothy L 

Sayers’ novels too.  
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Feel-Good Children’s Novels 

I often go back to children’s novels when anxious. You may do the same with 

your old favourites, but here are four published in the last 20 years which end 

well (although, actually, all of them deal with loss and grief along the way.)  

They are all for about 10-12 year olds, and grown-ups. I have done a separate 

long reading list for 10-12 year olds.  

 

‘Rooftoppers’, Katherine Rundell  

‘Skellig’, David Almond 

‘The Secret of Nightingale Wood’, Lucy Strange  

‘A Skinful of Shadows’, Frances Hardinge 
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